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President’s Message……
Dear Readers,
Greetings!
The Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has had severe health and economic impact in almost all countries. In the
immediate aftermath, India and several other nations have prioritized citizen health over economic activity to contain the
spread. The recent macro-economic indicators show improvement in the pace of India’s economic recovery! The mining
sector in India was poised for robust growth in FY21, on the back of rising demand from end-use sectors and fresh
investments announced by the mining companies. However, the spread of COVID-19, right at the beginning of the financial
year, has led to disruptions across industries. The Mining Sector fuels the economic wheels as a primary input and is a
key contributor to the power, manufacturing, construction and real estate sectors. Even though in most states, mining was
allowed even during the lockdown, the effects have nonetheless been felt as transport and logistics were affected, limiting
offtake of minerals from the mines.
During these tough times, the reforms announced by the Honourable Finance Minister during the fourth tranche of the
special economic package, proved extremely useful for the struggling mining industry. Government has recognised mining
as a key sector for employment, revenue generation and value addition and the support from the government to the industry
during these times have been significant.
I am happy to share with you that in these difficult times of COVID pandemic, our MEAI Chapters have taken the lead in
conducting Webinars for sharing knowledge amongst the mining fraternity on various contemporary and futuristic topics.
Our Bangalore Chapter organised a National Webinar on 1st August on “Draft EIA Notification 2020 - Highlights and
Challenges”, wherein all the issues emanating from the publication of the draft were discussed threadbare and the
suggestions derived from the webinar were forwarded to MEAI HQ for communication to the Ministry for consideration. Mr.
Sharath Kumar Pallerla, Director/Scientist-F, MoEF&CC, Government of India, New Delhi delivered the keynote address
highlighting various features of the Draft Notification.
On 5th August, a webinar on “SAND MINING FRAMEWORK” was organised by our Hyderabad Chapter. The State of
Telengana has formulated a robust “Sand Mining Policy” which has been appreciated by UNDP and about 14 sand rich
bearing states are discussing this policy for adoption in their respective states.
Our Rajasthan Chapter - Udaipur, Dept. of Mines and Geology - Government of Rajasthan and Udaipur Chamber Commerce
Industry organized a two-day National Webinar on “Problems of Explosives & Petroleum Products in Mining” on 8 9 August. Ten technical papers by field and academic experts were presented and issues related to delay in grant of
permissions and licences for explosive usage, faced by the mining industry, were discussed during the webinar.
Further, on 23rd August, another webinar on a very apt topic “Innovation Through Startup in Mining & Mineral Sector”
was organized by MEAI in which distinguished national and international Startup players in the Mining sector presented
their views. Topics ranging from introducing Technologies for 4D Sustainability in Mining Industry to Remotely Managing
Multiple Mining Site Operations with Drone Data Intelligence, were discussed in the webinar.
I would also like to apprise the members that a virtual meeting was held to pay tribute to Late Shri K.U. Rao, Joint Secretary
cum Treasurer, MEAI who left us on 20th July 2020, to the heavenly abode. Many of our members joined the meeting to pay
homage to our beloved member.
Let me conclude by saying that despite the progression of COVID-19 is yet to be assessed in full, the zeal and enthusiasm
shown by the Government in supporting the mining industry in reviving from the adverse effects of the pandemic has boosted
the morale of the entire industry. It is, therefore, important to employ the right set of measures and utilize the recovery from
COVID-19 to step up economic activity and build a resilient mining sector that is ready to face any challenges.
I would like to request all the readers to exercise caution against the pandemic. Stay Safe!
With regards..

Sanjay Kumar Pattnaik
President
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Editor's Desk
The role and contribution of the mineral sector cannot be undervalued in India’s manoeuvre to become selfreliant and attaining self-sufficiency in the energy sector is essential to accomplish the goal of self-reliant India.
While the renewable resources like wind and solar are receiving increased attention, the indisputable role of
conventional sources of energy such as fossil fuels and nuclear minerals in meeting India’s energy requirements
cannot be overlooked. Coal is inherently linked to India's economic evolution and contributes positively in
many fundamental ways. This month’s editorial reflects a summary of articles published on the topic in ‘world
coal’ recently.

Dr. P.V. Rao
Editor, MEJ

Coal mining in India employs over half a million people with 10 - 15 million people benefitting indirectly
through social programmes near mines and coal-fired power plants employ hundreds of thousands of people
across the country. India, conferred with huge coal resources, cannot shy away from consolidating coal-based
energy, though fossil fuels are accused of contributing harmful greenhouse gases, leading to climate change. It
may be expedient to discuss the imperatives of consolidating coal-based energy to sustain accelerating energy
requirements of India.
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To help reduce creation of greenhouse gases, industrialized countries started retiring coal-based
power plants in a phased manner. India, however, being the second largest producer of coal with
730 Mt of production in 2019-20 and third largest energy consumer in the world announced
several incentives to investors and opened up coal blocks to the private sector for mining, not
only to meet the increasing demand from the energy, steel and cement sectors but also to contain
coal imports. India being both the producer and user of coal, has to brave the impact of the
entire supply chain that affects the communities near coal mines and in the vicinity of coal-fired
power plants, steel mills or cement plants. To mitigate these impacts on the environment and
people’s health, the same must be acknowledged, measured and monitored; and enforce strict
regulations at the mine site as well as at the plant level.
On the production side, there are many technical solutions for noise reduction, dust suppression,
reduction of methane leakage or simply improved biodiversity preservation and afforestation
efforts. On the coal usage side, India has already taken great strides towards improved energy
efficiency, avoiding an additional 15% of annual energy demand and 300 Mt of CO2 emissions
over the period 2000 - 2018. Integrating sustainability into the mining process is vital, right
from the planning stage through coal washing and burning of coal in power plants or its use in
producing steel and cement.
Fossil fuels meet 80% of the world’s power requirement today. Wind and solar contributed an
estimated 2% of primary energy in 2018, with the nuclear, hydro and biomass contributing the
non-fossil fuel remainder. The issue with wind and solar are inherently intermittent, meaning
they only work when the wind blows or the sun shines. There is no area large enough to ensure
that there is always wind or sun. As wind and solar are insufficient to replace the exited coal or
nuclear power, Germany decided to build new gas-fired power plants because gas emits about
half the CO2/kWh than coal during combustion. However, what appears to be a lesser-known fact
is that gas supply results in methane leakages during production, processing and transportation;
and the total gas CO2 equivalent emissions are on par with or higher than coal. Gas is good and
necessary fuel in the power mix, but it will have no positive impact on the climate. Furthermore,
is this fair for coal or the environment and the taxpayer, if the methane emissions are neither
measured nor taxed?
If not gas, what is the solution? Wind and solar! Today’s battery technology unfortunately cannot
be the solution to intermittency problems and an affordable and sustainable storage system has to
be found. Energy density, material requirements and recycling are three main problems associated
with any known battery technology. Production of one Tesla battery (85 kWh) requires mining
of 250-500t of materials (Including overburden @ 1:10 ratio), compared to only 0.3t for coal – a
factor of 800 – 1700. There is not yet an affordable, large-scale way to recycle unusable wind
blades and it may prove to be a ‘waste disaster’, if there is not enough recycling capacity, nor
money, nor energy to recycle the partially high toxic waste.
What is the solution if wind and solar cannot and will not replace conventional power that
is reliable and cheap? A ‘New Energy Revolution’ – for which more investments must flow
into education and base research (power generation, storage, supraconductors etc.) while
simultaneously investing in conventional power to make it more efficient and environmentally
friendly - looks to be the sensible path to save the planet.
- Editor
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injuries, lowering emissions and waste, and increasing
transparency and sustainability, Mohanty explained.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | August 13, 2020

Digital mining to be source of transformational
change, says FIMI
Miners' body FIMI on Thursday said digitalisation is
challenging traditional industry lines and business
models and there is a need for adoption of technology
and digital mining in India

ä

Miners' body FIMI on Thursday said digitalisation is
challenging traditional industry lines and business
models and there is a need for adoption of technology
and digital mining in India. According to Federation
of Indian Mineral Industries (FIMI) across the mining
value chain, from mineral exploration and valuation,
through mining, ore processing and metals production,
to downstream sales and distribution, digitalisation is
challenging traditional industry lines.

Kerala cannot agree with many of the recommendations
of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
draft notification 2020, said Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan said on Tuesday. According to Vijayan, Kerala
has informed its stance to the Central Ministry of
Environment, Forests, and Climate Change (MoEF &
CC) on Tuesday."The draft EIA notification will have farreaching and adverse effects on our State and a final
decision should only be reached after more effective
discussions with all parties concerned. In addition to
this, some changes are required based on the particular
circumstances of the state. This should be examined
and be factored in", the Chief Minister said.

"Digital mining will be the source of transformational
change, but there are a number of hurdles to be
addressed. As technology empowers some workers
and creates new jobs, it could also threaten traditional
roles," FIMI Vice-President R L Mohanty said during a
webinar on 'Digital mining: A step closer to Atmanirbhar
Bharat'. This is where the constant need of skill
upgradation of our people comes into picture, he said
adding that there is also a need to strengthen cybersecurity as well as digital skills of our human resources
engaged in mining.

He said the state is concerned about the changes
mainly related to the mining and quarrying permits.
"In the case of B1 medium category, environmental
clearance is required for permitting mining/quarrying
in an area exceeding five hectares to one hundred
hectares. The state wants the lower limit to be brought
down from five hectares to be two hectares. That is,
environmental clearance should be required when
mining/quarrying activities are permitted on more than
two hectares. The existing norms will continue for small
quarries of less than two hectares," he said. Similarly,
Kerala has expressed its concern over the reduction in
the time allowed for public hearings before approving
projects to 20 days in the new draft notification. The
state wants it to be retained at the earlier 30 days.

More than just technology adoption, digital mining is an
approach to run the mining business more effectively
and sustainably across the entire value chain, he
added. During the present COVID-19 pandemic,
productivity and safety remain the prime concern in
the mining sector. Faced with these challenges, the
Indian mining industry is striving hard to improve its
productivity, optimise costs and adopt newer ways of
conducting business, Mohanty said.
This has indeed accelerated the need for adoption of
technology and digital mining in India. It is also the
need of the hour to design mining operations with latest
technology innovation towards the goal of Atmanirbhar
Bharat, he stressed. "Especially after the lockdown,
we have all realised the importance of digitalisation
in our professional as well as personal lives how it
facilitates interaction at individual mine level, project or
organization level," he added.

"Such a short period of time is not enough in many
places. The District EIA Committees were the system for
conducting detailed inspections before approving small
projects. Apart from this, these district-level committees
play a crucial role in handling applications at the state
level. These committees are being exempted from the
EIA draft notification. Kerala wants to retain the district
level committees," he added.
ANI, General News | August 12, 2020

Digitalisation in mining offers the promise of
profitable business, with improved decision-making
and increased employee empowerment. More
importantly, digitalisation can improve health, safety
and environmental impact thus saving lives, reducing
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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To come out with industry-friendly reforms in
mining soon: Pralhad Joshi
The minister also invited investors, explorers and
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commercial coal mining is subject to applicable laws
including the Press Note 3 of 2020 issued by the Central
Government....," the coal ministry said in a statement.

miners to come and explore the huge opportunities
that the Indian mining sector offers
Mines Minister Pralhad Joshi on Tuesday said the
government will come out with more industry-friendly
reforms in the mining sector very shortly. "More industryfriendly, productive friendly reforms will be brought
to the mining sector very shortly," Joshi said during
a webinar on "Indian Mining Industry: Contribution
Towards Aatmanirbhar Bharat" organised by FICCI.
"At this juncture I would also like to urge the industry
stalwarts and stakeholders to share their insights as
to how collectively we can collaborate and innovate to
make this sector self reliant," he said.

According to the Press Note 3 of 2020, 'an entity of a
country, which shares land border with India or where
the beneficial owner of an investment into India is
situated in or is a citizen of any such country, can invest
only under the Government route', it added. Further, a
citizen of Pakistan or an entity incorporated in Pakistan
can invest only under the government route in sectors/
activities other than defence, space, atomic energy and
sectors/activities prohibited for foreign investment, the
statement said. A corrigendum to the tender document
has also been issued in this regard, it added.

The minister also invited investors, explorers and
miners to come and explore the huge opportunities that
the Indian mining sector offers. The minister said that
other issues like illegal mining, environment clearance
and forest clearance will be deliberated and suitable
action as per the law will be taken in the due course of
time.

Foreign Direct Investment Policy, 2017 was amended
vide the Press Note 4 of 2019, issued by the central
government, to permit 100 per cent FDI under automatic
route in coal mining activities, including associated
processing infrastructure, for sale of coal, subject to
the provisions of Coal Mines (Special Provisions) Act,
2015 and the Mines and Minerals (Development and
Regulation) Act, 1957 and other relevant Acts on the
subject.

The minister further said that 500 mining blocks
would be offered through the open and transparent
auction process. Mining as a sector creates wealth
and employment and strengthens the nation from
within, Joshi said. The sector, he said, contributed Rs
4.1 trillon to India's GDP in the last financial year by
employing about 1.1 crore people. Yearly, 55 million
people depend upon the sector for their livelihood.

Accordingly, it was stated in the tender document
that The Press Note 4 of 2019, issued by the Central
Government, amended FDI Policy 2017, to permit
100 per cent FDI under automatic route in coal
mining activities, including associated processing
infrastructure subject to the act and other applicable
Laws, for sale of coal." It is further clarified that any FDI
in the commercial coal mining is subject to applicable
laws, including the Press Note 3 of 2020, the statement
said.

India is a mineral rich country producing 95 different
minerals, including metallic and non-metallic and
minor, he said adding the mineral sector therefore is
the backbone of the country's economy. Stating that
commercial coal mining is the biggest reform in the
coal sector the country has ever seen, Joshi said in
coming times the reform will boost the production by
introducing competition, transparency and private
sector participation.
Press Trust of India August 11, 2020
ä

Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the auction
process of coal blocks for commercial mining in June.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | August 3, 2020
ä

FDI in commercial mining from border sharing
nations needs govt nod: India
It is further clarified that any FDI in the commercial
coal mining is subject to applicable laws, including the
Press Note 3 of 2020, the statement said.

The National Green Tribunal has rapped the Ministry
of Environment and Forests (MoEF) over compliance
of conditions mentioned in environmental clearances
granted for projects, saying the mechanism for
monitoring environmental norms is inadequate.
The green panel said compliance of conditions of
environmental clearance must be monitored on
periodical basis, at least once in a quarter.

The Centre on Monday clarified that any foreign direct
investment (FDI) in commercial coal mining from an
entity of a country that shares land border with India
will be allowed only after government approval. "This
is with reference to the ongoing auction process of
coal mines for commercial coal mining...It is further
clarified that any FDI (foreign direct investment) in the
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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NGT raps Environment Ministry over monitoring of
environmental norms
The NGT has rapped the MoEF over compliance of
conditions mentioned in environmental clearances
granted for projects, saying the mechanism for
monitoring environmental norms is inadequate.
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A bench headed by NGT Chairperson Justice A K Goel
said there is poor monitoring and there are huge gaps in
laying down of conditions and its enforcement. It asked
the Environment Ministry to review and strengthen the
mechanism for the purpose. The tribunal took note of
an affidavit filed by the ministry which mentioned that
there are certain proposals to strengthen the monitoring
mechanism.

other three new mines put under commercial coal
auctions in the state," Joshi said. Presently, nine mines
have been put up for commercial mines auction in
Chhattisgarh. Joshi, who is on a visit to Chhattisgarh,
also met Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel.
"The meeting was very positive, progressive and open
minded. We have discussed issues related to coal and
other minerals in the state. Chief minister has also
given some good suggestions on DMF (District Mineral
Foundation) and NMET (National Mineral Exploration
Trust) on which we will consider positively," he added.
During their meeting, it was also decided "to get a
proposal by a committee comprising of Coal India (CIL),
Chhattisgarh government and MAHAGENCO officials
in 15 days for shifting of a railway line of Chhattisgarh
East Railway Ltd (CERL)."

The NGT said that this only shows insensitivity to
the vital constitutional obligation despite repeated
directions. "Repeated plea of merely having such
proposals, without effective enforcement on the ground
can hardly be held to be satisfactory. Counsel for the
MoEF states that there has been further meaningful
steps, after filing of the affidavit but the same could
not brought on record. "We cannot accept such a
statement. If steps have been actually taken, we fail
to understand why the same could not be produced at
least during the hearing. We record our dissatisfaction
at the attitude of the MoEF on the subject," the bench
said.

Joshi said commencement of commercial coal mining
will start a new era of growth and development in
Chhattisgarh. Under commercial coal mining, the state
will fetch minimum Rs 4,400 crore revenue in a year
and and additional minimum premium of Rs 2,000
crore. It will also create around 60,000 additional
jobs. Besides, commercial coal mining will contribute
around Rs 25 crore to the various DMF funds of the
state which can be used for inclusive development of
regions surrounding coalfield areas.

It directed the ministry to take effective steps to discharge
its constitutional obligation to advance 'Precautionary'
and 'Sustainable Development' principles and also
the 'Public Trust Doctrine'. "We need not repeat
the observations with regard to the acknowledged
deficiencies in the existing mechanism which urgently
needs to be remedied. Let affidavit of compliance be
filed before the next date by e-mail," the bench said.
The matter is listed for hearing on December 17.

"Chhattisgarh will be the key beneficiary of this biggest
and boldest reform ever taken in coal sector. Commercial
mining will unlock unprecedented opportunities to
transform the coal sector by ushering in additional
capital investments, latest mining technologies,
employment generation, orderly development and
ultimately leading to self-reliance of the country in coal
requirement," Joshi said.

The directions came when the green panel was
hearing a plea moved by petitioner Sandeep Mittal
seeking stricter mechanisms to ensure compliance
of conditions mentioned in environmental clearances
granted for projects. Laying down conditions for EC
based on appraisal is not enough unless compliance
thereof is duly monitored and ensured with a view to
achieve the said object, the plea said.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | August 1, 2020
ä

The coal minister also reviewed the performance
of South Eastern Coalfields Ltd (SECL) with the
company's top officials and discussed coal evacuation
issues with railway officials. He acknowledged the hard
work put in by Coal Warriors in the last few months
amid the coronavirus pandemic. Also, he interacted
with representatives of sponge iron and steel industry
and took their feedback on various issues pertaining
to the sector. The minister said state-owned CIL has
planned a capital expenditure of Rs 26,000 crore in
the state over the next four years. "SECL's holding
company, Coal India Ltd (CIL) has planned Rs 26,000
crores capex for developing infrastructures across
Chhattisgarh in the next four years," Joshi said.

Mines auction: Centre accepts Chhattisgarh
request, to change 5 coal blocks
Coal Minister Pralhad Joshi on Friday said the Centre
has accepted the suggestion of the Chhattisgarh
government to change five mines in the state put up for
commercial coal auctions with three other.
Coal Minister Pralhad Joshi on Friday said the Centre
has accepted the suggestion of the Chhattisgarh
government to change five mines in the state put up
for commercial coal auctions with three other new
mines. "The coal Ministry has accepted the suggestion
of Chhattisgarh government to change five mines with
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Highlighting the efforts of the government in building
new infrastructure for rapid and smooth coal evacuation,
Joshi said Chhattisgarh East Railway Ltd (CERL), a joint
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venture of SECL, IRCON and CSIDC, is developing a
rail corridor. CERL has incurred more than Rs 2,000
crore capex till date. The CERL rail corridor is meant for
meeting the logistics challenges foreseen on account
of coal evacuation to meet the growing coal needs of
the country and providing the region with passenger
train connectivity. This corridor has a total length of 193
kms and is being developed in two phases.

of its mineral-rich soil, he said. The minister also said
commercial coal mining is going to fuel development
in Jharkhand in the coming years, according to a
statement by the coal ministry.
Of the nine blocks in Jharkhand put up for sale for
commercial mining, the eastern state is likely to earn
more than Rs 3,200 crore in one year as revenue and
almost 50,000 additional jobs will be generated for
the people of the state, the minister said. Additionally,
Jharkhand's contribution to District Mineral Foundation
(DMF) will be around Rs 17 crore, which can be used
for development of regions around coalfield areas.

"The phase I is from Kharsia to Dharamjayagarh with
a route length of 131 kilometres while the Phase II
with route length of 62 kilometres will further join
Dharamjayagarh with Korba with a spur upto GarePalma block of coal mines," the minister said. In the
first phase, a 43-km long section from Kharsia to
Korichapar has already been commissioned for goods
traffic.

So far, the response for blocks put up for auction for
commercial mining has been very good, he said, and
stressed that 5-10 bidders have shown interest for
each of the nine blocks. Emphasizing the need for
commencement of commercial coal mining, Joshi said
India still meets a fifth of its annual coal requirement
through imports. Once commercial mining picks up,
imports by independent thermal power plants and
captive power plants are likely to be substituted, saving
around Rs 30,000 crore in potential import bill every
year. Also, it will help in generating more than 300,000
direct and indirect jobs.

Stressing upon the importance of coal mining for
Chhattisgarh, the minister said the state has the largest
coal mine in Asia and it plays crucial role in fulfilling the
power demands of country, according to a coal ministry
statement. Coal mining also helps Chhattisgarh in
fulfilling its aspirations for growth and development, he
said. In the last four years, more than Rs 13,200 crore
has been paid to the state as part of statutory levies
by SECL. Moreover, with enhanced coal production,
SECL will pay around Rs 22,900 crore as revenue to
the state's exchequer in the next four years.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | July 31, 2020
ä

Highlighting the importance of mining for Jharkhand,
Joshi said the sector is the lifeline of the state and
plays a crucial role in its development. Coal companies
operating in the state have been working for decades
now, excavating coal out of the mineral-rich soil of
Jharkhand and paying revenue in return to the state for
its development.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | July 30, 2020

Jharkhand to get Rs 18,889 cr revenues from coal
mined by CIL in next 4 yrs
The state earned almost Rs 4,000 crore every year
during the last four years, that is around Rs 16,000
crore, he added

ä

Jharkhand is likely to get revenues of around Rs 18,889
crore from the 742 million tonnes of coal expected to be
mined out by CIL in the state over the next four years,
Coal Minister Pralhad Joshi said on Thursday. "Coal
companies -- CCL (Central Coalfields Ltd), BCCL
(Bharat Coking Coal Ltd) and ECL (Eastern Coalfields
Ltd) are expected to mine out 742 million tonne (MT) of
coal in the next 4 years, paying revenue of almost Rs
18,889 crore," the minister said.
The state earned almost Rs 4,000 crore every year
during the last four years, that is around Rs 16,000
crore, he added. The holding company of these coal
firms, Coal India Ltd (CIL), pays about 30 per cent of
its total royalty to Jharkhand alone, while the share of
production from the state is about 20 per cent, he said.
Jharkhand is the only state in the country to have three
coal companies simultaneously excavating coal out
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Thermal coal, coking coal imports at major ports
dip 31% to 37 MT in April-July: IPA
New Delhi: Hit by disruptions caused by the COVID19 pandemic, both thermal and coking coal imports
at India's 12 major ports dropped 31 per cent to 36.7
million tonnes (MT) in April-July 2020 over the the
same period a year ago, according to the Indian Ports'
Association (IPA). Thermal coal imports dropped 30
per cent to 23.19 MT and coking coal shipmnets fell
32.26 per cent to 13.51 MT during this period. Coal
volumes at these 12 major ports under the control of
the Centre declined for the fourth straight month in July
2020.
These ports had handled 33.11 MT of thermal coal
and 13.51 MT of coking coal in the April-July period of
the previous financial year. The IPA, which maintains
cargo data handled by these ports, in its latest report
said "percentage variation from the previous year" in
thermal coal and coking coal handling was 30 per cent
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and 32.26 per cent, respectively. Together, thermal and
coking coal handling saw a decline of 30.83 per cent at
these ports in the April-July period at 36.7 MT.

to withdraw this proposal in the interest of our people
and environmental protection." They stated in the
letter, "We, the joint platform of central trade union
organisations, would like to express our opposition
to the proposed draft rules EIA 2020, which are in
contravention to India's commitment to International
Climate Change Treaty as well as to our own national
interest in protecting our environmentally sensitive
zones."

Thermal coal is the mainstay of India's energy
programme as 70 per cent of power generation is
dependent on the dry fuel, while coking coal is used
mainly for steel making. India is the third-largest
producer of coal after China and the US, and has 299
billion tonnes of resources and 123 billion tonnes of
proven reserves, which may last for over 100 years.
These 12 major ports had handled 705 MT of cargo
in the last financial year. These ports had together
handled 236.01 MT of cargo during April-July 2018-19,
the ports body said.

The EIA 2020 is a gross departure from EIA 2006 and
appears to be for facilitating private commercial mining of
coal and other minerals and the land-use management
sought to be restructured and overhauled through
various so-called reform measures being taken by the
government in concerned fields, they explained in the
letter. "Your good self is aware that the environmental
degradation and ecological disturbances are causing
natural calamities of various kinds including the health
emergencies," it said.

Ports like Chennai, Cochin and Kamrajar saw their
cargo volumes nosedive over 30 per cent during AprilJuly, while JNPT and Kolkata suffered a drop of over 20
per cent.
India has 12 major ports under the control of the central
government -- Deendayal (erstwhile Kandla), Mumbai,
JNPT, Mormugao, New Mangalore, Cochin, Chennai,
Kamarajar (earlier Ennore), V O Chidambarnar,
Visakhapatnam, Paradip and Kolkata (including
Haldia). These ports handle about 61 per cent of
the country's total cargo traffic. These ports handled
705 MT of cargo last fiscal. While Chennai port saw
32.53 per cent decline in cargo handling to 11.08 MT,
Kamarajar (Ennore) port suffered a drop of 35.64 per
cent to 7 MT in April-July, as per IPA data.

ä

The greed of corporates for limitless exploitation
of nature and natural resources without necessary
precautions and protection of nature is leading
humanity to continuously face the backlash, the letter
said. "It is neither good economics nor is it sustainable
development." India should remain committed to world
sustainable development goals whereas the proposed
draft rules are in contravention to them, they opined.
Moreover, they said the victims of this policy would
be vulnerable sections of our society, especially the
scheduled tribes. The ten central trade unions are
INTUC, AITUC, HMS, CITU, AIUTUC, TUCC, SEWA,
AICCTU, LPF and UTUC. There are 12 central trade
unions in the country including RSS affiliate Bharatiya
Mazdoor Sangh (BMS).
PTI, New Delhi | August 20, 2020

Cochin Port saw a dip of 32.78 per cent to 7.76 MT
during the period. Cargo handling at JNPT port slipped
27.69 per cent to 16.94 MT, while the same at Kolkata
declined 26.09 per cent to 16.05 MT. Mumbai port logged
a fall of 19.79 per cent to 15.85 MT. In the wake of the
COVID-19 outbreak, sharp declines were witnessed
in handling of containers and POL (petroleum, oil and
lubricant) among other commodities like coal.
PTI | Aug 16, 2020
Against national interest: Unions urge PM to
withdraw draft EIA rules
Ten central trade unions on Thursday urged Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to withdraw draft Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) 2020 notification

ä

In a paper published in the Chemical Engineering
Journal, the scientists say that AMD from coal mining
operations in Appalachia represents a promising
domestic source of REE because it often contains high
concentrations of the minerals and because it is already
being collected and treated due to environmental
concerns. This residue is produced when pyrite rock —
iron sulphide — unearthed by mining activity interacts
with water and air and then oxidizes, creating sulfuric

Ten central trade unions on Thursday urged Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to withdraw draft Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) 2020 notification, saying it is
contrary to India's commitment to international climate
change treaty and against national interest. In a letter
shot off to the Prime Minister on Thursday, the unions
said, "We submit our concerns, strongly urging you
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Scientists find efficient way to extract rare earth
from acid mine drainage
Researchers at Penn State University developed a twostage treatment process for acid mine drainage that
enabled them to recover higher concentrations of rare
earth elements using smaller amounts of chemicals
than previously possible.
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FDI in India
FDI is an important monetary source for India's
economic development. Economic liberalisation started
in India in the wake of the 1991 crisis and since then,
FDI has steadily increased in the country. India, today
is a part of top 100-club on Ease of Doing Business
(EoDB) and globally ranks number 1 in the greenfield
FDI ranking.

acid. The acid then breaks down surrounding rocks,
causing toxic metals to dissolve into the water.
Traditional treatment methods involve collecting the
AMD in ponds and adding chemicals to neutralize the
pH. This causes the dissolved metals to precipitate and
settle out of the water. Up to 70% of rare earth elements
can be extracted as a sludge using this process, and
the rest are released along with the treated water. What
the lead author of the study Behzad Vaziri Hassas and
his colleagues found is that they could extract a higher
concentration of rare earths and other critical minerals
by adding carbon dioxide to the AMD and then bringing
it to a neutral pH of 7, the target for environmental
remediation.

Routes through which India gets FDI
Automatic route: The non-resident or Indian company
does not require prior nod of the RBI or government of
India for FDI.
Govt route: The government's approval is mandatory.
The company will have to file an application through
Foreign Investment Facilitation Portal, which facilitates
single-window clearance. The application is then
forwarded to the respective ministry, which will
approve/reject the application in consultation with the
Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade
(DPIIT), Ministry of Commerce. DPIIT will issue the
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for processing
of applications under the existing FDI policy.

The way it works is one in which the CO2 produces
chemical reactions that result in the formation of solid
minerals called carbonates. The rare earth elements
bond with the extra carbonates and precipitate out
of the water at lower pH values. In their article, the
researchers report that using this method, 90% of the
aluminum was recovered at a pH of 5 and 85% of rare
earth elements were recovered by pH 7.
According to them, recovering the same concentration
of rare earth elements from AMD using traditional
treatment methods would require adding additional
chemicals to increase the pH beyond 7. Thus, they
believe that by lowering recovery costs, the new
treatment method could make the domestic rareearth-element market more competitive. “With a simple
modification of existing treatment processes, industry
could use less chemicals and get more value out of
AMD waste,” Mohammad Rezaee, one of the authors
of the study, said in a media statement.
Valentina Ruiz Leotaud, Mining.Com | August 9, 2020
ä

Sectors which come under the ' 100% Automatic Route'
category are griculture & Animal Husbandry, AirTransport Services (non-scheduled and other services
under civil aviation sector), Airports (Greenfield +
Brownfield), Asset Reconstruction Companies, Autocomponents, Automobiles, Biotechnology (Greenfield),
Broadcast Content Services (Up-linking & down-linking
of TV channels, Broadcasting Carriage Services, Capital
Goods, Cash & Carry Wholesale Trading (including
sourcing from MSEs), Chemicals, Coal & Lignite,
Construction Development, Construction of Hospitals,
Credit Information Companies, Duty Free Shops,
E-commerce Activities, Electronic Systems, Food
Processing, Gems & Jewellery, Healthcare, Industrial
Parks, IT & BPM, Leather, Manufacturing, Mining &
Exploration of metals & non-metal ores, Other Financial
Services, Services under Civil Aviation Services such
as Maintenance & Repair Organizations, Petroleum &
Natural gas, Pharmaceuticals, Plantation sector, Ports
& Shipping, Railway Infrastructure, Renewable Energy,
Roads & Highways, Single Brand Retail Trading, Textiles
& Garments, Thermal Power, Tourism & Hospitality and
White Label ATM Operations.

WHAT IS FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT (FDI)
Foreign direct investment (FDI) is when a company
takes controlling ownership in a business entity in
another country. With FDI, foreign companies are
directly involved with day-to-day operations in the other
country. This means they aren’t just bringing money
with them, but also knowledge, skills and technology.
Generally, FDI takes place when an investor establishes
foreign business operations or acquires foreign
business assets, including establishing ownership or
controlling interest in a foreign company.

Sectors which come under up to 100% Automatic
Route' category are
•
Infrastructure Company in the Securities Market:
49%
•
Insurance: up to 49%
•
Medical Devices:up to 100%

Where is FDI made?
Foreign Direct Investments are commonly made in
open economies that have skilled workforce and growth
prospect. FDIs not only bring money with them but also
skills, technology and knowledge.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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•
•
•

Pension: 49%
Petroleum Refining (By PSUs): 49%
Power Exchanges: 49%

amid heightened tensions between the two countries,
following the Galwan Valley stand-off
The coal ministry has issued a notice regarding foreign
direct investment (FDI) in commercial coal auctions.
The move, aimed at restricting the entry of Chinese
miners, requires foreign investors to take approval from
the government before participating. Earlier, the Centre
had permitted 100 per cent FDI under the automatic
route for coal mining activity, including associated
processing infrastructure. The ministry issued a press
note on Monday, citing the amendment made to the
FDI policy formulated in April, which restricts the entry
of countries that share a border with India. “The Press
Note 3 of 2020, issued by the central government, further
amended the FDI policy to prescribe a requirement to
seek prior government approval, if such foreign direct
investment is by an entity from a country that shares
land borders with India, or where the beneficial owner
of such FDI into India is situated in or is a citizen of any
such country,” said the corrigendum issued by the coal
ministry for commercial coal auction.

Government route
Sectors which come under the 'up to 100%
Government Route' category are
•
Banking & Public sector: 20%
•
Broadcasting Content Services: 49%
•
Core Investment Company: 100%
•
Food Products Retail Trading: 100%
•
Mining & Minerals separations of titanium bearing
minerals and ores: 100%
•
Multi-Brand Retail Trading: 51%
•
Print Media (publications/ printing of scientific
and technical magazines/ specialty journals/
periodicals and facsimile edition of foreign
newspapers): 100%
•
Print Media (publishing of newspaper, periodicals
and Indian editions of foreign magazines dealing
with news & current affairs): 26%
•
Satellite (Establishment and operations): 100%

Restricting the entry of Chinese players into the
Indian infrastructure space has taken precedence
amid heightened tensions between the two countries,
following the Galwan Valley stand-off. Last month,
the government had restricted Chinese firms from
participating in bids for government procurement
without approval from relevant authorities, on grounds
of defence and national security. Chinese mining
companies China Shenhua and China Coal Energy
are among the top 10 coal miners globally.

FDI prohibition
There are a few industries where FDI is strictly
prohibited under any route. These industries are
•
Atomic Energy Generation
•
Any Gambling or Betting businesses
•
Lotteries (online, private, government, etc)
•
Investment in Chit Funds
•
Nidhi Company
•
Agricultural or Plantation Activities (although there
are many exceptions like horticulture, fisheries,
tea plantations, Pisciculture, animal husbandry,
etc)
•
Housing and Real Estate (except townships,
commercial projects, etc)
•
Trading in TDR’s
•
Cigars, Cigarettes, or any related tobacco
industry

The Centre had started the coal mine auction — for
commercial mining and sale by private companies — in
June. Bidding terms were liberalised to attract foreign
players, non-mining entities and large miners. In May, it
amended the Coal Mines Special Provisions Act, 2015,
to simplify the auction process and attract significant
investor interest. Pralhad Joshi, Union coal minister,
said in a recent statement: “100 per cent FDI is the
biggest reform of our times. The entry of international
players will create an efficient and competitive coal
market.”

FDI inflow
During the fiscal ended March 2019, India received
the highest-ever FDI inflow of $64.37 billion. The FDI
inflows were $45.14 billion during 2014-15 and $55.55
billion in the following year.
https://wap.business-standard.com/amp/about/what-is-fdi
ä

The ministry has started proceedings for commercial
coal mining auctions with 41 blocks. These are
estimated to cumulatively fetch the mine-bearing states
Rs 20,000 crore in annual revenue, over the life of the
mine. The deadline for sale of the tender document
is August 14, and the due date for bid submission is
August 18. However, a notice dated July 30 stated that
the ministry was considering the request of investors to
extend the deadlines.
Shreya Jai, BS, New Delhi | August 05 2020

India blocks firms from China, other neighbours in
commercial coal auction
Restricting the entry of Chinese players into the
Indian infrastructure space as taken precedence
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Salient Features of the MEAI Senior Citizens’ Welfare Scheme
The Mining Engineers' Association of India rolled out the “MEAI Senior Citizens’ Welfare Scheme” on 1-6-2020, which shall be
administered by the incumbent President of MEAI along with a Committee of MEAI Members co-opted by him specifically for the
purpose.
Purpose of the Scheme
•
To offer financial support to senior MEAI Life/Fellow/ Honorary members.
•
To extend support to the dependent family members of MEAI Life/ Fellow / Honorary members, in case of sudden death or
accident involving permanent, total, temporary, partial disablement and prolonged sickness and chronic diseases.
•
To accept any gift or donation in cash or kind from willing donors towards achieving the specific purpose.
Eligibility
MEAI Life/ Fellow/ Honorary members who attained the age of above 65 years and not in active employment or service; and living
in total neglect and in penury are eligible to opt for the Scheme. The beneficiaries of the Scheme should have been Life members /
Fellow members / Honorary members for a minimum period of 10 (ten years) to become eligible for the ‘Scheme’. The President & the
Committee shall from time to time modify the eligibility criteria depending on the situation prevailing at a given time.
Funds
(a) The scheme shall operate purely on donations received voluntarily from MEAI members and others. No fixed contribution need to
be collected from any member of MEAI or others. Willing donors shall do so without expecting anything in return. Nevertheless,
the donors shall be eligible to receive income tax rebate under section 80G of the Income Tax Act, 1961.
(b) Since these are donations / voluntary contributions made by willing donors a separate fund account shall be maintained by MEAI
HQ. All receipts and payments shall be deposited or withdrawn from the said fund only.
(c) At the discretion of the MEAI Senior Citizens’ Welfare Committee and/or of the National Council of MEAI a separate audit shall
be carried out by the external / statutory auditor of MEAI of the activities & financial transactions of the ‘Scheme’ in line with the
audit carried out at MEAI by an external or third party auditor. The audited accounts of the Scheme shall be presented to the
members in the MEAI AGM conducted every year.
(d) All transactions from the fund shall be carried out through banking channels only, except for sundry expenses where it is
inevitable to incur expenses in cash.
(e) The bank account of the ‘Scheme’ shall be jointly operated by the President or the Secretary General along with Joint Secretarycum-Treasurer of MEAI, for deposits and withdrawals/transfers, etc., since they are the Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer of the
‘Scheme’, including creating fixed deposits, other investments etc. The investments shall be in line with the practices followed by
MEAI, since MEAI enjoys Income Tax Exemption under the Income tax Act, 1961.
Bank Account Details for sending donations to the Scheme:
1) Name of Savings bank account: "Mining Engineers' Association of India"; 2) Andhra Bank Account Number: 037810100086016;
3) IFSC: ANDB0000378; 4. Address of Andhra bank: Andhra Bank, Nampally Branch, 5-4-445, Nampally Station Road, Hyderabad,
Telangana - 500 001, India. Draft may be sent in the name of “M/s. Mining Engineers' Association of India".
Screening of eligible beneficiaries of the Scheme
(a) The eligible members can apply for financial assistance through MEAI chapter to HQ. The Chapter Chairmen or Chapter Secretaries
to collect the information and submit the same to the MEAI Secretary General at HQ for further scrutiny or consideration. The
Secretary General / MEAI HQ shall collate all such requests and inform the Committee for the needful decision to be taken in the
ensuing Committee meetings.
(b) The needy MEAI Senior Citizen (above 65 years) members eligible under the Scheme may apply to the President or Secretary
General in a format made available by the Secretary General giving all the requisite details and route the application through the
jurisdictional chapter.
(c) The needy MEAI senior citizen (above 65 years) members eligible to come under the Scheme shall be citizen of India and ought
to be a resident in India.
(d) Alternatively any member of MEAI shall refer a case to MEAI head-quarters through the jurisdictional MEAI chapter Chairman or
Secretary and the Secretary General to analyse the case and complete the application formalities and present the same before
the Committee for a decision.
(e) Depending on the facts of the case the Committee shall decide on the quantum of aid or amount to be disbursed to the needy
eligible MEAI applicant or to an applicant referred by any MEAI member through the chapters. However the maximum aid to a
needy person shall not exceed Rs. 2.00 Lakhs (Rupees two lakhs only) in a year.
(f)
The disbursement shall essentially be through banking channels (Cheques / DDs / e-transfer), no cash shall ever be disbursed
to the needy eligible MEAI applicant or to an eligible applicant referred by any MEAI member through the chapters.
(g) Financial aid to the needy MEAI senior citizen (above 65 years) members eligible to come under the Scheme shall be disbursed
in Indian Currency only. Non-financial aids, if any, shall also be despatched to the address mentioned in India and never to be
sent abroad.
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TIME TO MINE THE MINING
Dr. Karra Ram Chandar

Abstract
COVID-19, which is possibly the largest global pandemic of our times, has disrupted everyone’s life and made all the countries to
go either full or partial lockdown for the past few months. Lockdown is allowing us to relax from regular work and furthermore
allowing us to think on special interests. I thought I should look into aspects concerning mining engineering from a different
view as an academician. So, keeping various aspects in view, I have attempted to do a systematic review starting from joining a
mining engineering course to working in the mining industry. I am sure this article will enlighten the young minds and remove
the myths about non-IT courses like Mining engineering and help the workforce and students who are already in the field to pave
a welcoming path to prospective workforce to make this field get its glorious esteem in all the stakeholders’ view. Along with large
scale projects and machinery, it is essential to focus on manpower requirement, essentially to create future industry leader. So it’s a
systematic analysis of attracting talented students, to recruitment to retention at the same time bringing some special aspects to the
notice of the mining community as a whole.
Introduction
Even today, the mining engineering program is not so
familiar in the country. Many students are joining the mining
engineering course without knowing what mining is? When
I was a student almost more than 20 years back, I had the
same situation, and I also joined without knowing what
mining is? Even my teachers told me that they too have
joined without knowing what mining is? Means generations
are changing, but still, the mining engineering field is not
penetrating into society as an engineering branch. There
could be various reasons for this. But one of the main
reasons is its unavailability in every engineering Institute
like other engineering branches. Another reason could be
no employment opportunities in metropolitan cities or major
cities for mining engineers, as mining is a site specific based
industry, means where the ore is available there only mining
can be done.

various schools during weekends. Recently, I have made
an attempt to increase awareness among school students.
When we were having an annual technical convention of
mining students, we invited 9th and 10th standard students
from the nearby schools to visit the department. During their
visit, we have shown the model mine; laboratories; videos
explaining what mining is? What exactly we do in mining?
And a few faculty members interacted with the school
children. More than 300 students visited during two days’
convention, and they were enthusiastically asking so many
questions.
Do’s and Don’ts

Should create awareness among the young school
students about mining engineering by the academic
institutes, mining industries, professional societies etc.

During mining events like conferences, seminars etc.,
students from local schools must be invited

Mining companies should conduct some competitions,
awareness events for the high school students at
least once in a year like Mining Engineers Day (on 1st
November)

In some developed countries, when few universities got low
admissions in the UG program, they attempted to create
awareness among the students by visiting local schools and
explain them what mining engineering is? What generally
mining engineers study? What are the job opportunities?
What is the salary range? etc. Unfortunately, this may not work
in India because we have a more rigid system of admissions
like state entrances, IIT JEE etc. Even if an Institute tries
to create awareness among neighbouring school students,
there is no guarantee that those students have the freedom
to select the mining engineering branches due to our rigid
admission system. Still, it will be better to make an attempt
by individual mining engineers or institutes/ organizations to
create awareness among the high school students by visiting

Entering into Mining Engineering Program
With little information or no information, a student chooses
a Mining engineering almost as one of the last option while
giving web options for admission. Unfortunately, the day 1 of
the student, after joining the mining engineering program, the
teacher in the first class itself asks- how many of you have
joined the program with interest? This question makes the
students think that they have entered into a different world.

Head, Dept. of Mining Engineering, National institute of Technology Karnataka, Surathkal, Post: Srinivasnagar,
Mangalore- 575 025, Email: krc@nitk.edu.in, krc_karra@yahoo.com
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This question is unnecessary, anyhow that after joining the
program they cannot leave, and you cannot get rid of them
from the program in a rigid system of education like in India;
then what is the use of asking such questions, preferably
we should avoid. I see many students, after orientation,
they come to teachers and ask what the future prospects
are? What is basically mining engineering? It is necessary
to provide practical inputs to the young minds and create
interests.

avoiding training for students over years is not due to an
issue but an i excuse. Further, the companies expect a
talented workforce. I am not sure what else could be a better
way other than exposing students to practical training in
industry. Even the companies that agree to provide training
are not providing accommodation. Many mining companies
are located in a remote place where except company guest
houses or hostels, nothing else is available. Then what is the
possibility that students take training in such companies?
Mining engineers in the country who are presently working
in the mines might have gone through the process and might
have faced similar problems. So the mining engineers and
the companies should realise that providing the training for
the next generation mining engineers is an initial investment.
Providing proper training will definitely help to bring bright
brains into the future mining industry. The mining companies
as far as possible should respond positively to provide
training for as many students as possible.

Do’s and Don’ts

Should avoid introducing negative aspects of mining

Should stop blaming mining for environmental
destruction, in fact, for the development of society
mining is essential.

Should give special scholarships to students
by individuals, companies to encourage mining
engineering program

Another aspect is, the students training must be in a
structured form. Improper training leads to loss of interest,
and the student gets the first impression that the mining
industry is not worth working for. To avoid this impression,
it is always better to provide a systematic training plan
under the supervision of competent officers. There are a few
cases reported after training by the students, that when they
reported for day-to-day sessions in the morning, they were
accompanied by Sardar or some low cadre personnel who
cannot explain the technical things. Simply accompanying
the students into the mines makes them feel like a visitor
but not as a prospective mining engineer. Every minute the
students spending in the mine should make them think that
they are learning something new technically.

Industrial Training
After completing two or three semesters, based on the
different University systems, students are being sent for
industrial training. There when they meet a mining engineer/
any officer, again the same first question resurges ‘Are
you really interested in mining? Why have you chosen
mining?’. So this is a second incident confirming that they
have entered into a wrong world, means both from industry
and academics are confirming that mining is different.
My experience as a student is no different. When I went
to underground metal mining training with some of my
classmates, the manager asked what mining is? Every one
of us gave different definitions, for every definition he said
‘NO’. In the end, we requested him to tell the definition of
mining. He replied ‘Mining is nothing but indirect punishment
of God’. This indicates how much he was frustrated in the
industry and how much that frustration is transferring to so
many individuals that for generations together. So this is one
of the terrible approaches of exhibiting our profession in a
very wrong direction.

Further, industries should start paid internship programs. As
some Western countries like Australia, USA are paying for
internship duration to the students, Indian mining companies
should also start the paid internship. In fact, some IITs and
NITs have started a paid summer internship recently under
different schemes for all the engineering branches. Big
mining companies providing industrial training for one or two
months should also pay a nominal amount to the student.
So that the students will feel the responsibility during the
training and will try to learn more.

Mining engineering being a core engineering branch; it is
not possible to provide complete practical training in the
classroom. So it has been a practice since olden days to
offer winter/summer training in the mines. As I was the
faculty-in-charge of students training for many years, I
used to conduct survey’s from students after returning
from training. Arranging industrial training for students
has become hectic lately. Generally arranging industrial
training for mining engineering students in India starts by
sending a request letter to different mining organizations.
The response rate is around 25 to 30 per cent only. Many
organizations are not responding positively. The standard
reply we get every year from few companies is ‘unfortunately
we are not able to provide training’. It is clearly seen that
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Training in different roles can be given to the students. This
can be done on a trial basis by big companies, to take some
talented students who are really interested in the mining
sector. At least some organization /private companies
should come forward to give such training for two months
after completion of the third year and can give project work
subsequently in consultation with the academic institute. If
the company feels that the student performance is better,
then such students may be recruited through campus
interviews, which will be an easy task for the company as
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well as for the institute. Such practice is already in place with
the IT and related sectors.

the employee. Organizations should go for specialization
based appointments. If a person joins an organization with
a basic degree, he/she should be allowed to work in his/
her interesting field. This will improve the person’s efficiency
and job satisfaction; at the same time, it would be a better
contribution to the industry also. For example, if an individual
is interested in rock blasting, he/she should look after only
the blasting activities in the mine. Initially, as a junior officer,
he/she will be in-charge of blasting operations at a particular
mine. As he/she climbs up the professional ladder, then he/
she will become in-charge of blasting operations for a group
of mines, where he/she can monitor blasting operations and
their safety requirements in various mines instead of shifting
from blasting to general production, ventilation, safety etc.
It is good to continue in the same field unless otherwise,
the person wants to change his/her specialization. In this
process, the industry can also develop experts in the fields
required by the mine/organization. Otherwise, the employees
will be like jack of all trades, master of none, which will
not provide any specific advantage to the employer and
employee. Nowadays, many activities in the mine require
scientific studies. For example, slope stability, rock blasting,
ventilation, strata control, support design etc., require
specific scientific studies. Companies are requesting various
research and academic institutions to help them to make
these studies. In fact, with specialization based positions in
the organizations, the same internal officers can undertake
the studies of their specialization. Only the more critical
studies can be outsourced to outside experts.

Many mining companies complain IIT and NIT students are
just working for 1 or 2 years and leaving the organization.
These two years’ companies are investing a lot on their
training, but the candidate’s contribution towards the industry
is almost nil. The possible solution to this is to make the
students take two training and one project in industry. This
will be useful to understand whether the student is interested
in mining or not. On the other hand, the student will also get
enough exposure and time to assess whether he/she can fit
into the mining company requirements in future or not. By
doing this, the mining companies can save money and at the
same time students can save time.
Do’s and Don’ts
Industry should focus more on students training

Industry should encourage students training in a more
structured manner and create interest in the mining
sector to create future human resources for Indian
mining sector

Mining companies should start paid internship

Academic institutes and industry should sign MOUs for
training purposes

Academic institutes should restructure the programs
to facilitate the interested students togo for Industrial
project for a semester


First Employment in Mining Sector
Looking at the first employment of a mining engineer, many
companies are having a standard procedure of recruiting
either through campus recruitment or open recruitment. Once
they are inducted into the company, there is an induction
program which everyone has to undergo and afterwards
there are specific rules to assign the responsibilities. The
procedure looks ok, but mining organizations need to adopt
the workplace mentorship program. Some organizations and
universities in developed countries are following workplace
mentorship programs. In the program, each employee being
appointed should be assigned with a mentor for a couple
of years. An employee can discuss with his/her mentor
very freely not only about professional or personal life but
for overall development, which will be an added advantage
to the organization also. At present, I am not sure whether
such a system exists in any mining organization in India.

As M.Tech and Ph.D programs are every active in India at
present, specialization based recruitment is better. In the
core mining sector though very few M.Techs are there but
Ph.Ds are not very common like in other industries. Infact
there is not much difference between a graduate and
post graduate while recruiting in many companies. On the
other hand, many female students are pursuing Mining
Engineering program today, it’s essential to provide them
suitable employment opportunities in Mining sector.
Do’s and Don’ts
Mentoring program should be there for new employees
for couple of years

Specialization based employment should be
encouraged

Higher qualification like M.Tech and Ph.D degree
holders should be absorbed into mining industry

Employment of female mining engineers should be
encouraged


Another aspect is, in India, we do not have any specialization
based system in the industry. Once a person is appointed,
he/she may be required to work in production, ventilation,
safety, strata control etc. Exposure to all specializations
is good for a working professional for the first one or two
years. But working in different specialised areas in different
time periods is not good for the company as well as to
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Industry- Institute Interaction
Another aspect is regarding deputation from academics to
industry and vice versa. Suppose, if academicians want to
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work in a mine for one or two years, they may be given a
suitable responsibility based on their specialization. This
will allow the academicians to carry out some specific field
experiments. Concurrently, their research expertise can be
utilized by the industry. Similarly, if an industry person wants
to associate with an academic institute, may be given an
opportunity as visiting faculty to teach his/her interested
courses. At the same time, such person can acquire higher
qualification during his stay in academic institutes.

The Indian mining journals also should try to get indexed so
that Indian research work will reach the maximum people.
Do’s and Don’ts

Every Mining company should have information related to
short term and long term projects on their websites. Short
term projects may be given to the students during the
internship, and they may be asked to continue the same as
their UG project. Academic institutes should make a little
more flexible structure so that interested students can spend
4 to 6 months in the industry and carry out a detailed project
if really interested. Similarly, long-term projects can be taken
up by Ph.D. scholars. In India at present, approximately 200
research scholars are pursuing Ph.D. in three IITs and four
NITs (about 50 students are getting Ph.D. in each year).
Many research scholars are working on interdisciplinary as
well as pure mining research. But whether this research work
is going to the industry is a big question. Many of the Ph.D.
topics are given by research guides, some are based on
the student’s choice, and few are based on industry burning
issues. If there is a mutual agreement between academic
institutes and mining industries, more useful research work
can be carried out. At the same time, the task of faculty, as
well as the research scholar, will become easy. It will have
great satisfaction as they contribute something to the mining
industry. If suitable, that particular research scholar may
be employed by the same company, as I mentioned in the
previous section for specialization based appointments.



Short term and long term projects should be identified
to encourage research



Long term MOUs should be signed between industry
and academics for mutually beneficial tasks



It is essential for deep involvement of top management of
organizations to initiate industry- Institute interaction.

Further to the physical facilities, it is important to focus on
work culture as well. As you are aware, this generation's
most appropriate service sector is the IT sector or banking
sector due to various reasons. One of them is definitely
work culture, which is more systematic and less bossism,
more freedom etc. But the mining industry is still under high
bossism style, where the newcomers are not at all accepting
this. A survey conducted by us states that more than 60% of
the mining engineers say still a lot of bossism exists in the
mining industry. It also states that people are not cordial,
and their behaviour with them disturbs them mentally. This is
really not a good sign to the mining industry. A few decades
back, as all the mines are more labour oriented, many of
the mining engineers felt that it was difficult to handle them.
So, the manager who spoke loudly or shouted loudly was
considered as an effective manager. Many of the senior/
retired mining engineers say that a loud voice is essential
for a mining engineer. So, it has been a common practice
to think that unless we shout, the people will not work or
listen. But the generations have changed so accordingly
our system should also change. In fact, previous research
studies on work culture in the Indian mining industry are very
(Continued on Page 28)

As stated earlier, around 50 Ph.D.’s. are being produced each
year. Every student will publish at least two to four research
papers. The research work will reach industry mainly
through publications only. But the general observation is that
the research work is not reaching the Indian mining industry
because many Indian mining journals are not Scopus or
science citation indexed. On the other hand, only Scopus/
SCI indexed publications will be counted for awarding PhD.
No. 2

Deputation from academics to industry and vice versa
should be encouraged

Work Culture and Work Environment
Another important concern that needs to be addressed by
the Mining community is the workplace environment. To
retain the generation Z or post-millenials and the succeeding
generations workforce in this field, the workplace changes
are needed. Even the office layout, welcoming reception and
the facilities should attract the young budding engineers. Still,
the mining industries have conventional old looks, which
does not attract the young generation. There is an urgent
need to create a corporate look for the office premises. In
the recent past, few companies modified their buildings,
but they are not up to the mark. The industries need to relook into the office structure. Major mining companies with
a large structure should keep reception centres welcoming
the visitors.

Like some developed countries, long term MOUs to
be signed for collaborative activities between mining
companies and academic institutes. It could be students
training, employment, exchange of man power for specific
duration, sponsoring industry personal for higher education,
carrying out research and consultancy projects etc. for
example, a specific mining company can establish a state
of the art laboratory at an academic institute and can ask
the academic institute to do some work for specific period
of time at a nominal cost, which will be a great help for both
Industry and Institute.
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NOMINATIONS FOR MEAI AWARDS 2020
The Mining Engineers’ Association of India presents awards sponsored by the Industry/individuals during Annual General
Meeting in June -July every year. Nominations for the following Awards are invited in the prescribed form, so as to reach
the Secretary General by 30th of September 2020. Nomination can be made by one member for one award only.
1.

MEAI - Sitaram Rungta Memorial Award for the best paper on Mining related issues during the year 2020

2.

MEAI NMDC Award for significant contribution to Iron Ore Industry during the year 2020

3.

MEAI Simminds Award for significant contribution to limestone industry during the year 2020.

4.

MEAI Smt. Bala Tandon Memorial Award in recognition of contribution to Mining Industry for improving ecology,
environment and aforestation during the year 2020.

5.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Mining Engineer of the year 2020) in recognition of
significant contribution to Mining Industry by a Mining Engineer with 20 years of experience in the Industry.

6.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Young Mining Engineer of the years 2020) in recognition
of significant service to Mining Industry by an Young Mining Engineer who has not completed 35 years of age as
on 2020.

7.

MEAI-SRG Informational Technology Award for the year 2020 in recognition of significant contribution to Mining
Industry adopting Information Technology during the year.

8.

MEAI-Smt. Gullapalli Saraladevi Memorial Award (Lifetime Achievement by a Mining Engineer) during the year
2020.

9.

MEAI Master Tanay Chadha Memorial Geologist Award for the year 2020 in recognition of significant contribution
by a geologist in the field of Mineral Exploration, quality control and production, mine planning etc. during the
year.

10. MEAI- Smt Veena Roonwal Memorial Award for the year 2020 to a Mining Engineer/Geologist/a qualified person
involved with Mining Industry with 10 years experience for presenting a paper during the year in a seminar/
symposium workshop organized by MEAI on “Water Management in and around a working mine” or “Implementation
of New/Latest Technology in Mining and allied subjects.
11. MEAI- Smt Kiran Devi Singhal Memorial Award for the year 2020 only to a person (MEAI Member/Non memberneed not necessarily be from mining discipline) for his/her contribution in the field of “Development and Conversation
of Minerals and Environment” in and around Metalliferous mines (excluding Coal and oil) during the year 2020.
12. MEAI Award to a Best paper in Mining Journal Published in the Mining Engineers’ Journal in the year 2020.
13. MEAI-SCCL Coal Award for the year 2020 to a Mining Engineer, a Geologist, a Mechanical Engineer and a
Foreman/Over man for meritorious contribution to the Coal Industry.
For detailed guide lines please visit website www.meai.org or Memorandum of Association and rules and regulations
(as on 01.03.2018)
Application must be supported by at least Two Council Members and must reach MEAI NHQ in Prescribed Format at
Hyderabad before 30th of September 2020.
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MINING INDUSTRY 4.0 – REVAMPING OF FUTURE OPERATIONS
THROUGH DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Suryanshu Choudhury

Abstract
The Fourth Industrial Revolution, popularly known as Industry 4.0, gradually transforming industry processes and business
functions through implementation of new technologies and innovative approaches. Organizations must decide how and where to
implement these new technologies and identify which ones might best meet their needs. With the impact of this revolution, Mining
industry is on the process of digital transformation into its all the activities as compared to the traditional age-old approaches.
This transformation is necessary for the mining companies to be a safe, sustainable and competitive. It will lead to reduce the cost
of production, increase productivity and at the same time could create a good work environment. Present paper addresses upon
understanding of Mining Industry 4.0 in context to mining sector and the role and initiatives adopted by the mining industry into
their process activities with the onset of fourth industrial revolution as Industry 4.0.
Key Words: Industry 4.0, Mining Industry 4.0, Digital Transformation, Artificial Intelligence, IoT, Bigdata Analytics,
Autonomous.
INTRODUCTION
Mining industry has been spearheading many industrial
revolutions since its inception from the advent of the steam
age, through the age of electricity up to the use of automation
and information technologies. At this juncture, with the onset
of constant and unprecedented technological disruption
that led to the current digital revolution, the mining industry
also demonstrates its capacity and willingness to assimilate
this new transformation, by including new systems such as
mass data processing, real-time connections, on-demand
customized production and benchmark smart factories.
Furthermore, the world is facing global impact challenges
such as environmental deterioration, a shortage of natural
resources and demographic changes, which not only affect
us all, but also affect industry. At the same time, there is
greater rivalry in a global market, this requires greater
efficiency and competitiveness. The mining industry due to
its nature of work has been associated with many operational
challenges. With the help of these emerging technologies,
those operational challenges can be taken care. Globally
with the impact of Industry4.0, the mining industry there has
been recent developments with fully automated mines as
well as more technologically sophisticated ore-processing
facilities.

first industrial transformation started somewhere during
eighteenth century. The whole transformation journey
is represented pictorially in Fig-1. Industry 4.0 is mainly
technology oriented, flexible and enables customized
products. The concept of Industry 4.0 originally came from
Germany, since Germany has one of the most competitive
manufacturing industries in the world and is even a global
leader in the sector of manufacturing equipment.

Figure-1: Industrial Transformation Journey

The Industry 4.0 is based on the concept of smart
factory, where the machines are integrated with men and
other machines through sensors. It brings a new level of
organization that manages and controls the whole value chain
of personalized products to satisfy customer needs. Digital
transformation is the most important element in Industry 4.0
because it allows to connect man and technology.

INDUSTRY 4.0
Industry 4.0 is a strategic initiative in order to transform
industrial manufacturing process through digitalization
and exploitation of potentials of new technologies. The

Dy.GM (Mine Planning), Natural Resources Department, Adani Enterprises Ltd.
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1. Internet of Things (IoT)
The Internet of Things (IoT), is basically connecting the
devices over internet which are not only limited to mobile and
computers but also to a whole range of domains, processes,
and environments through sensors. Devices and objects
with built in sensors are connected to an Internet of Things
(IoT) based platform. This system integrates data from the
different devices and with the help of analytical tools specific
needs of the operations are addressed. These powerful IoT
platforms can pinpoint exactly what information is useful
and what can safely be ignored. The motivation behind
mining companies to implement IoT in their operations
is escalation of productivity and cost optimisation. With
the implementation of sensors on mining equipment and
systems, miners can make use of large quantum of data to
reinvent more cost-efficient ways of existing operations and
therefore improving productivity. These sensors also has the
huge potential to reduce overall operational downtime as
companies can use the data compiled to understand their
machinery better in order to avoid breakage.

Industry 4.0 mainly covers three fundamental aspects:
1. Digital transformation and increased integration
of vertical and horizontal value chains: increased
productivity, development of customised products,
automatic data transfer and integrated customer
service systems.
2. Digital transformation of product and service offerings:
complete descriptions of the product and its related
services through internet of things (IoT) based
sensors.
3. Introduction of smart and innovative digital business
models: the high level of interaction between man and
machine systems generate new and integrated digital
solutions.
MINING INDUSTRY 4.0
With the onset of fourth industrial revolution as Industry
4.0, many industry experts in mining industry started calling
it as Mining 4.0 due to the strategic shift in technology at
their business functions. Mining industry has shifted its
focus to efficiency and productivity since past couple of
decades. The drivers and enablers of Industry 4.0 are
adapted and transferred to the specific requirements of
mine production and the mining value chain as Mining 4.0
and will be the main driver and cornerstone of digitisation
and the development of smart mines. This impact of new
technologies takes advantage of human skills and increases
situational awareness through sensors embedded with the
machines and operators. This could be essential in difficult
mine environments, to manage the effects of productivity,
safety and cost of operation. The following steps are required
for the digital transformation as part of Mining4.0:
i)
Mining companies should always attempt to overcome
traditional conservative approaches and make greater
use of innovation into their operations. It is necessary
to adopt the emergence of new technologies and
integrate into existing working environment.
ii) Gradually increase the utilization of technological and
organizational innovations for which constant work
on training and motivation from top management is
necessary.
iii) For the integration of digital and scientific system with
production processes, it is necessary to form a sectoral
innovation system that encompasses the intensification
of innovative and technological processes.

IoT based systems are applied to the mining industry in
several ways due to its wide application and benefits. It
helps in data integration from an increasing number of
sources enables mining companies to plan mines and future
operations with high level of accuracy (Fig-2).

Figure-2: Integration of IoT, Bigdata and Artificial Intelligence

Benefits of IoT in Mining

Advanced automation and operations of machines

Ensuring worker and equipment safety & visibility

Improving efficiency

Decreasing operational costs

Reducing energy expenditure

For mining industry prospective, this digital revolution brings
about many rapid changes which will be based upon following
advanced technologies that will shape the transformation:
1. The Internet of Things (IoT)
2. Artificial intelligence.
3. Big Data Analytics.
4. Autonomous vehicles.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Following are various IoT based application areas:
1.1 Improving Safety
Over the period, there has been increase in concern
on worker safety in mines. Obvious risks of any mining
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teams. Breakdowns and unscheduled maintenance of aging
assets can wreak havoc with even the best maintenance
and repair planning. Predictive maintenance applications
that leverage IoT asset management and advanced data
analytics are designed to improve on today’s preventive
and conditions-based maintenance. Many assets fail during
operations when mines use time-based maintenance
schedules from the equipment vendor. But too-frequent
maintenance leads to waste by refurbishing or replacing
assets that are in serviceable condition. Equipment sensors
thus reduce the frequency of maintenance that is performed,
as well as maintenance cost.

operations include mining equipment, inability to monitor
workers’ health, poor visibility and toxic gases that create
hazardous environments. Wearables and gas detection
sensors monitor the levels of flammable and toxic gas in
an environment and alert workers or supervisors so that
ventilation and airflow can be kept to optimal levels. IoT
plays a significant role to ensure worker safety in far-flung
locations and extreme environments like monitoring the
slope stability at each locations of deep opencast mines.
Wearables like a smart helmet, wrist band and smart vest
can address potential health risks by constantly monitoring
vital signs, cardiac activity and real-time location. This helps
supervisors to anticipate and take precautionary steps to
avoid potential threats. Similarly, there are many potential
areas where IoT base application can be applied to improve
safety in day to day operations.

2. ARTIFICIAL INTILLEGENCE (AI) IN MININIG
INDUSTRY
Artificial Intillegence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have
significant potential to bring revolution in mining industry
by improving productivity, reducing cost and by decreasing
environmental footprint of mining through use of intelligent
systems. Mining industry is gradually moving towards the
implementation of these systems especially in the field of
autonomous vehicles systems. Based upon the analysis
of huge quantum of data from different activities of mining,
AI system predict various impacts and forecast for better
understanding of its continued implementations. The
following are the different sectors of mining industry where
there is increased application of AI based technologies.

1.2 Predictive maintenance
Majority of Mining operations are located at remote parts
of the world which includes challenging environment to
operate. These operating conditions require equipment
that is as reliable and efficient as possible. Robotics and
semi-autonomous equipment only add to the maintenance
complexity. When breakdowns occur, whether for the latest
technologies or for tried and tested tools, they are timeconsuming and expensive, resulting in lowered productivity,
lengthy delays and an increased risk of injury. To minimize
such disruptions and expenses, mining operators are turning
to predictive maintenance to prevent breakdowns before
they happen, keeping equipment functioning at optimal
performance levels.

2.1 Exploratory and Production Drilling
AI and machine learning can be applied to develop
autonomous drills that can locate the potential sites
identified in the prospecting stage and perform drilling
activities and can feed the drill log data to the system. This
technology can also be implemented during production
drilling. Typically, a drill cycle includes moving the drill to the
desired location, setting up the drill at that location, leveling
up and start drilling, applying adequate load or energy to
drill as per requirements of the rock and strata, cleaning the
drill and hole, removing the drill after completing the hole
to a predetermined depth, and moving the drill to the next
location. Currently, these processes are done manually but it
can be automated and AI can control the processes.

Historically, mining companies have relied on scheduled
maintenance to keep equipment operating properly.
Predictive maintenance systems improve on this by
monitoring equipment while it’s in use. Also called condition
monitoring, this method relies on sensors that, once placed
on multiple pieces of equipment, capture data needed to
help maintenance teams anticipate failure. Knowledge of
potential failure then allows them to make necessary repairs
regardless of the maintenance schedule. As a result, the
maintenance team can better focus its efforts, minimize
unscheduled downtime, increase equipment effectiveness
and enhance both personnel and environmental safety.
Based on IoT, mining equipment are fitted with sensors that
can transmit data about its condition and operational status.
Connected sensors can measure and communicate things
like:

Fluid levels

Temperature

Contamination

Vibrations

2.2 Mining Operations
Mining by its very nature is a dangerous and hazardous
operation. AI can greatly improve the productivity and
efficiency of mining operations. Limited working space, poor
lighting, accumulation of hazardous waste and poisonous
gases, dust particles from metals, nonmetals and toxic
substances, radioactive materials, poor air supply, use of
explosives, unstable roofs are among the factors that make
mining operations dangerous. However, with the help of
AI, machine learning and autonomous technologies, the
exposure of workers to dangerous underground and surface
operations can be minimized. Machines can autonomously

The maintenance and repair of mining equipment poses
challenges in planning the use of repair equipment and
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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use) can all be captured, analyzed and mitigatory actions
can be taken for the deviations.

monitor the atmosphere, send signals and warnings, locate
problematic areas, and work continuously even in dangerous
situations. Hence, implementation of AI, machine learning,
and autonomous technologies is increasing in mining
operations.
3. Big Data Analytics in Mining
Big data analytics is increasingly gaining popularity in mining
and many other industries. Big data plays a crucial role in
achieving better decision-making processes backed with
business analytics and predictive analytics. With the present
competitiveness in market, the key focus has shifted back
to reducing the cost of mining operations and improving
efficiency. However, in order to achieve these, mining
companies need to identify how to manage the diverse
range of the data at hand, which data to collect and how to
prioritize it. They also need to create interfaces to make big
data analytics possible to improve day-to-day operations.
Big data can be used effectively to monitor mining activity
in real time and thus help companies achieve competitive
advantage. Data sources in the Mining industry may be
classified as direct and indirect measurements. Direct
measurement sources are those taken by instruments
such as conventional geodetic surveys and GPS. Indirect
sources refer to systems that collect data as a by-product
of processes or operations such as Fleet Management
Systems (FMS), supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) and blast hole drills data etc.

Figure-3: Data capturing through Fleet management system

3.2 Slope Stability Monitoring Radar
Slope monitoring forms an integral part of slope management
in Open Pit mines. Slope stability monitoring radar system
developed on radar technology which is now used at most of
the mines. This provides information for detecting potential
unstable ground, assessing the performance of slope
design which involves identifying any slope instability and/or
failure mechanisms that develop. If the failure mechanisms
are understood and the slopes are properly monitored, the
risk of slope movement and the subsequent consequences
can be considerably reduced. This allows for optimal mining
conditions that are safe for mine personnel as well as working
equipment. The radar sends lots of information to the server
on real time basis which need to be critically analysed and
interpreted. The principle behind the software is to establish
a grid of measurement points and to re-measure the grid
periodically to look for differences in the position of the grid
nodes (Fig-4).

3.1 Heavy Earth Moving Machineries Performance
Analysis
During the mining operation, heavy earth moving machines
generate huge quantum of data like fuel consumption, cycle
time, operation time, idle time, speed of operation, payload,
engine rpm etc. on real time basis. There are many ways
of capturing these data source like manual data capturing
and automatic data capturing through some sensors by
adopting some sort of systems like Fleet management
systems and some other systems (Fig-3). Systematic and
periodic analysis of these data can very well depict actual
performance details of the machineries. As these data sets
are captured on real time basis, over the period for months
and years the size of the data is a prime concern for the
users. In this regard, for the purpose of storing, transferring
and analysing purposes, cloud-based approach adopted for
the ease of accessibility.
Mining equipment management is one of the most important
aspects on a mine-site. All kinds of issues related to down
time, repairs, or poor logistical planning can have a huge
impact on the efficiency and thus the profitability of a
mine. Big data analytics assists significantly for equipment
management to help mining operators drive total efficiency.
Furthermore, data such as tire pressure, scheduled repairs,
faults and driver information (routes on site, speed, proper
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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This system was designed to provide simple-to-use,
reliable solutions with flexibility and performance to
function in a wide range of monitoring applications.
Site Monitors can be used to measure and monitor,
deformation, long term trend of rock behaviour, stability of
slopes and structures.

forth, and communication channels need to be very secure.
Mining industry is in the process of adoption of autonomous
vehicle system into operation though the implementation
at present is limited to only few mines across the globe.
The system of automation can be very well used to
improve the mining process. The technology could allow
equipment to work through 24/7 hour basis, to mitigate
the effects of weather, operators fatigue, and to eliminate
mistakes by improving the accuracy and repeatability. Wi the
implementation of autonomous system, all the dump trucks
can be spotted correctly every time. They would travel at
the right speed at right track all the time. They would place
materials in the appropriate place consistently. The machines
would move/rip as much rock as possible. This system will
potentially maximize hole drilling speed and accuracy. The
typical system of the autonomous vehicle control system is
represented in Fig-5.

4. Autonomous Vehicles
Mining vehicles are generally robust and are made of very
tough stuff, but they aren't immune to malfunctions such
as physical, mechanical and electronic etc. Because they
are big and complicated, repairs on these vehicles tend to
be expensive and complicated. Keeping these constraints
and safe working environments in mind autonomous
vehicle system developed to operate the equipment safely
and efficiently. Autonomous vehicles need to be in touch
with servers that analyze their location and monitor their
performance and health. Data is constantly moving back and

Figure-5 Autonomous Vehicle Control System

sectors, Mining industry is on the process of digital
transformation into its all the activities as compared to
the traditional age-old approaches. This transformation is
necessary for the mining companies to be a sustainable
and competitive. The mine must able to operate at long
term profitable basis and the economic bottom line must be
weighed against social and many other factors. Mining 4.0
will cause a reduced need for traditional labor with this digital
transformation. But additional workforce will be required
with competencies on these new technologies and there
will be competency development program for all employees
periodically. The mine is never limited to only mine, to
ensure that the new technology works on everyone’s terms,
the surrounding community may also have to be involved.
The implementation of new technologies over the digital
platforms play important roles in safety and productivity. The
mining industry is active in creating the revolution as Mining
4.0, but it will take some time depending upon the proactive
role and interest of the stakeholders.

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) have been
working hard on this autonomous mining system especially
hauling, loading and drilling. Globally leading mining
companies like Vale, BHP and RioTinto are currently
utilizing fleet of autonomous trucks and have reported
reduction in operation costs compared to manually operated
trucks. These autonomous trucks can operate 24/7 without
any kind of interruption. However, mining sites provide an
excellent launch pad for autonomous vehicles. The roads
are mostly clear of other traffic, can be designated just for
these vehicles, and infrastructure within the site is already
developed and privately owned and maintained so upgrade
and remodeling are easier compared to public roads and
infrastructure. That is why in addition to self-driving haulage
trucks, autonomous loaders, trains and excavators are being
developed to meet mining industry needs.
CONCLUSION
With the impact of Industry 4.0 into all the manufacturing
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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Sri B.S.P. Raju
Sri B.S.P. Raju (LM. NO. 546/
Hyderabad Chapter) is a Life
Member of the Association
from Hyderabad Chapter.
He holds a degree in Mining
Engineering from Osmania
University, graduated in the
year 1982.
He worked for several mining companies such as
Ferro Alloys Corporation, Myhome Cements, RAMCO
Cements etc. and he was elevated to the position of Vice
President in RAMCO Cements. At present, he is serving
as Vice President (Mines), Sagar Cements, Hyderabad.
Shi B.S.P. Raju, took charge as new Jt. Secretary-cumTreasurer of the Association in place of late Sri KU Rao,
after his untimely sad demise. The members of MEAI
welcome Sri B.S.P. Raju as the new Jt. Secretary-cumTreasurer of the Association and wish him fruitful time.
(Continued from Page 20)
limited. Assessing work culture in a quantified way is also
very difficult. So, there is a need to make a rapid change for
the effective management of these things.
Do’s and Don’ts
Cordial work culture to be created

Work conditions to be improved

Periodic managerial workshops to be conducted

Awareness to be created to know the importance of
personal relationship, modern conflict management
technique, new management theories etc.


Obituary
Shri Nitesh Madanlal Mehta
Shri Nitesh Madanlal Mehta
(Aged 57 years) died of heart
attack on 5th August 2020. He
was an active Life Member (LM
1328) of MEAI Ahmedabad
Chapter and was working as
a Senior Manager (Geology)
with GMDC for over 31 years.

CONCLUSIONS
Mining Industry has enjoyed the monopoly status for
a long duration, but from the last few decades there is a
tremendous pressure for higher production and productivity
without compromising on safety. Large mining projects are
being planned and implemented. Introduced the large scale
machinery, introduced IT based technology etc. Still there is
a long way to go ahead, along with gradual upgradation, it is
essential to focus on developing the future industry leaders.
Its essential to attract the young talented manpower into
mining sector to lead the industry in future. Based on my
little exposure as an academician, I have tried to compile a
few aspects which we need to be focused at present, these
are purely my personal opinions only. There is a need to
deliberate and discuss these further to create an action
plan.

He did his M Sc. (Geology) from the prestigious M G
Science College, Ahmedabad. He is survived by his wife,
son and daughter.
The members of the Association pray for his soul to in
rest and express heartfelt condolences to the bereaved
family.
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MEAI NEWS
Belgaum Chapter
Annual General Meeting Report (2019-20)
The MEAI Belgaum Chapter had organized virtual Annual
General Meeting on 16th August 2020, at National Institute
of Hydrology, Belgaum, at 10.30 AM.
l
Shri. S. R. Hegde, Chairman, welcomed all the members,
and enquired about health of all the members over
Covid19 Pandemic.
l
Dr P T Hanamgond, Secretary, readout the minutes of
the last AGM that was held on 26/5/2019 and details
of election that was held for various posts of executive
committee for the year 2019-21. He also read out the
annual report for the year 2019-20. He highlighted
the successful completion of the National Seminar on
Climate Change, second MoU with DY Patil Engineering
College, Kolhapur. The report was accepted and
appreciated by the members participated.
l
Shri. Sagar M Waghmare, Treasurer, presented the
accounts for the year 2019-20, which were accepted
by the members.
l
At the outset, senior members Shri. D.A. Hiremath,
Dr. A.G. Ugarkar, Shri. D.S. Malkai, Shri. GSN Murty,
Shri. Kamlesh Patel and Dr. J.T. Gudgur expressed
their views and appreciated the activities conducted by
the chapter including online lectures and competitions
held in collaboration with the GSS College, Belgaum.
They suggested that in the coming months the Chapter
should organize couple of invited lectures or webinars
online.

practices and Self designed SOPs. Main Benefits of the
webinar are benchmark the energy consumption in mining
operations and earmark the Key Perform Indices to improve
safety compliance and timely productivity, effective utilisation
of Energy & Fuel consumed in mining operations.
Sri. K. Madhusudhana the Vice President-II, MEAI and the
Chairman of the Chapter Sri. K. Prabhakara Reddy started
the Webinar sharp by 6 pm. Sri. S.H.M. Mallikarjuna, the
Chapter Secretary gave welcome speech and invited
featured speakers and the participants to the webinar. 60
participants participated virtually in the Webinar.
Featured speaker Sri. Mallikarjuna A Kambalyal, a Certified
Energy Auditor, Sansubh Renewables & Research Centre,
has briefed the need of Energy Audit in Mining Industry for
identification and proper utilisation of Energy & Efficiency
improvement. Energy efficiency can be achieved at no
cost or very less cost measures by improving operational
efficiency.
He explained with case studies in connection with the energy
utilisation by simple modification in the working conditions,
procedures, etc., without major alterations in the process,
activity, conditions, etc. He also explained the approach
of Energy Mass Balance in mining operations to meet the
requirements of the Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO)
for improvement in utilisation of energy to safe cost, improve
safety and cost improvement.
The other featured Speaker, Sri. G. Harihara Iyer, FIE,
FCC (Coal & Metalliferous Mines) & the President of Indian
Association of Energy Management Professionals, has
explained the need for Energy conservation and Profitability
Opportunities in Opencast Mines operation.

The meeting ended with vote of thanks proposed by Dr. P
T Hanamgond. He thanked the executive body and all the
members for their co-operation for the smooth conduct of
the business of the Chapter.
Dr. P.T. Hanamgond, Secretary
Bellary-Hospet Chapter
Report on “ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES
through ENERGY MASS BALANCE in MINING” Webinar
Mining Engineers’ Association of India, Ballary-Hospet
Chapter organized a Webinar in association with Indian
Association of Energy Management Professionals, ISHARE
& ASHARE Chandigarh Chapter on “ENERGY EFFICIENCY
OPPORTUNITIES through ENERGY MASS BALANCE
in MINING” on 13th July 2020 at 6 pm on Microsoft Teams
platform.

Sri. G. Harihara Iyer narrated the various Operational
Measures to achieve Energy Efficiency at no cost
measures by just improving Operational Efficiency in the

The multiple objectives of the webinar were to focus on
Smart mining practices & Legal compliances under present
circumstances, Increased profitability through Smart
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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RAJASTAHN CAHPTER-UDAIPUR
National Webinar held on “Problems of Explosives &
Petroleum Products in Mining”
Originally, it was scheduled to organize the seminar on
“Problems of Explosives and Petroleum Products in Mining”
on April 18-19, 2020. However, due to COVID-19 pandemic
the Executive Committee Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur of
MEAI was forced to take the decision of converting seminar
to the webinar on 8 - 9 August 2020.

Mining Operations. Time & method study process and
recommendations for improving operational efficiency in
the mining operations were explained based on financial
benefits achieved through the implementation of this EMB &
EEO in mining operations.
Case studies of various opencast mines with the financial
proposals based on Cost Saving Potentials and possible
tentative financial returns based on Energy Audit findings
were discussed. Questions & clarifications cession was
conducted for half-an-hour at the end of the programme and
the Webinar ended with vote of Thanks proposed by Sri.
S.H.M. Mallikarjuna.

As per schedule the webinar on the above subject took
place with the joint collaboration of MEAI, Rajasthan
Chapter-Udaipur, Department of Mines & Geology, Govt. of
Rajasthan and Udaipur Chamber of Commerce and Industry
at the Pyrotech-Tempson Seminar Hall of UCCI, Udaipur.

Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur
Celebration of Independence Day 2020
Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur celebrated the Independence
Day on 15th August, 2020 at Mining Welfare Centre, Jaipur.
Shri P.C. Bakliwal, Chapter Chairman, hoisted the National
Flag, while observing safe distancing in view of Covid-19
pandemic.

At the outset the chief guest of the webinar Mr. Vikas S.
Bhale, IAS, Divisional Commissioner & Managing Director,
Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals Ltd. told that due to the
increased use of the minerals deposited in the earth crest
the demand of use of explosives have been increased
worldwide in mining activities. In the field of civil construction
and tunneling to reduce the labour and cost, explosives
demand has increased. He also mentioned that due to
varying prices of Ammonium Nitrate use of explosives, their
storage, stringent regulations and licensing are the main
restraints of the world market. He also urged to send the
recommendations of the webinar to him so that these can be
taken up for the problems resolution at suitable Govt. level.

Flag hoisting was followed by tea. The members held
discussions on fund raising for the smooth functioning of
the Mining Welfare Centre and its activities. The Chairman
informed the members present regarding the creation of
Senior Citizen Welfare Trust at Central HQ and its salient
features. He appealed to members for generous contributions
to this fund.

Prior to this the Chapter Chairman Dr. S.S. Rathore
welcomed all the participants of the webinar, guests, key
note speakers, mining industrialist and paper presenters at
a glance. Dr. S. C. Jain & Er. R.D. Saxena explained about
the objectives of this webinar, elaborated on the theme and
its benefits to the participants.
Just announcing the opening of the webinar the National
President of MEAI, Mr. S.K. Pattnaik appraised that the
subject chosen for the webinar is quite relevant and will
greatly benefit the Mining Industry & Mine Owners in
obtaining explosives licenses.
The Guest of Honour Dr. K.B. Pandya (IAS), Director, Mines
& Geology, Govtt. of Rajasthan expressed that he was
aware of the fact that the licensing procedure of explosives
is very difficult task and needs simplification. He mentioned
that uncontrolled use of ammonium nitrate may create the
problems like Beirut (Lebanon). He also told that Mines &
Geology Deptt. will be observing new innovative techniques
to resolve the mining issues.
Another Guest of Honour Mr. R.K. Singhvi, President,
Udaipur Chamber of Commerce and Industry in his speech
expressed the problems being faced by Mine Owners in
obtaining Explosive Licenses. Former President of MEAI Mr.

Mr PC Bakliwal hoisting the National Flag
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the participants. Mr. L.S. Shekhawat introduced the paper
presenters of the day along with their topics. Afterwards Mr.
Shekhawat called on Prof. S. Jayantu of NIT Rourkela to
speak on the subject “Scientific Studies on safe design of
rock blasting in open Cast Coal & Metal Mines – A Case
Study”. Prof. Jayantu extensively dealt with the subject.

R.P. Gupta mentioned about the activities of MEAI in the
country and elaborated on how to manage the explosive
magazine.
On behalf of the Mine Owner, the Mining Division Chairman
of UCCI Shri M.L. Lunawat expressed that explosives
licensing procedure is very difficult. The application of
explosive license goes to District Collector and he in turn
sends it to eight government departments for obtaining
NOC (No Objection Certificate). If this NOC does not come,
issuing of explosive license will remain in pending for years
together. To simplify this procedure, he suggested that this
work of issuing explosive license might be assigned to mines
safety department or Indian Bureau of Mines from the DM
(District Magistrate/ Collector). He also mentioned that if the
responsibility continues with District Collector then it should
be a time bound program so that the explosive license may
be obtained in time. This will curb the illegal use purchase
of explosives.

There after five technical papers were presented as below:
•
Dr. S.S. Rathore* and Er. S. Ray**;*Ex Dean, CTAE,
** Controller of Explosivr, on “Safety Challenges and
Hazards of Ammonium Nitrate”
•
Er. M.L. Lahoti, Vice President (Mines) UltraTech
Cement Limited, Kotputli Cement Works on “The Art of
Blasting”
•
Er. N.S. Choudhary, HZL on “Explosives and Petroleum
Products uses in U/G and way forward.
•
Dr. S C Jain* and Er. R.D. Saxena**; *Associate
Professor, MPUAT Udaipur, ** Mining Consultant, on
“License for Petroleum Pump in Mines, AN Storage
and ANFO Mixing Shade: Procedures and Problems”
•
Sanjay Purohit, Managing Director, FAQ International,
Oman, on “Optimizing Blasting Operation Using
Technology Platform”

Keynote speaker Mr. Ajay Singh, Controller of Explosives,
Jaipur elaborated very well on the field of storage, use and
regulations of explosives and petroleum products. Another
keynote speaker Dr. Sushil Bhandari told that he is having
52 yrs of experience in the field of use of explosives and
blasting in the country and various other countries; and
narrated his experiences on blasting and related latest
technologies. Jt. Organizing Secretary of the Webinar and
Dy. G.M., HZL, Dr. Sunil Vashist proposed vote of thanks to
all participants/ guest/ keynote speakers.

Prof. B.B. Dhar in his concluding remarks expressed that
the Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur is a very active chapter
and conveyed his compliments to Dr. S.S. Rathore and his
organizing team of this webinar. He also mentioned that
excellent papers are presented in the webinar.
Past president Mr. Arun Kothari in his remarks mentioned
that the MEAI Chapters organized more than 100 Seminars
/ International Seminars / Technical Talks in a year. He
covered the highlights of all the papers presented in the
webinar.

After the inaugural session Technical Session-I was held in
which five technical papers were presented.
•
Er R.D. Saxena, Mining Consultant, on “Explosive
License: Procedures and Problems
•
Lalit K Agarwal, Dy. GM, Smartchem Technologies
Limited, Pune on ANFO - A Cost Effective & Innovative
Blasting Solutions For Mines & Quarries
•
Er. Hemant Kumar, AGM (Mining) NMDC, on “Licensing
Rules for Mining xplosives: Problems and Suggestions
for Its Simplification”
•
Chand Chandna, Mining Engineer, on “Explosive
Regulatory Administrative Problems”
•
Mr Vijay Kumar Mali * Mr Naval Kishore Sharma **Mr
Kamal Nayan Paliwal***; *Sr Vice President-Mines, **Sr
General manager-Mines, ***Manager-Mines, Aditya
Cement Works, Chittorgarh (Raj.) on “Silent Blasting is
the Future Prospect- A Case Study”

The efforts of Shri Ramesh Singhvi and Shri K. Bhattachary,
IT Expert, towards the success of this webinar were
appreciated. Mr. Madhu Sudan Paliwal, Secretary, Udaipur
Chapter & Suptd. Mining Engineer, DMG, Udaipur conducted
the two-day webinar and proposed Vote of thanks.

On the 2nd day of webinar on 9.08.2020, at the outset Er.
L.S. Shekhawat, Vice-Chairman, MEAI, Rajasthan ChapterUdaipur and Business Head, International Companies,
Vedanta group welcomed all the participants and especially
Prof. B.B. Dhar and Prof. Sushil Bhandari for joining this
webinar and sharing their experience for the benefit of
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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(L to R) Sh. Prateek Hinger, Secy. UCCI, Sh. R.K. Singhvi, President UCCI,
Dr. S.S. Rathore, Chairman, MEAI-Udr, Sh. Mangi Lal Lunawat, Mine Owner,
Sh. Madhu Sudan Paliwal, Secretary, MEAI-Udr. & Dr. S.C. Jain, Joint Secy.
MEAI-Udr.
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7.

(L to R) Shri R.D. Saxena & Sh. Mangi Lal Lunawat, Mine Owner

8.

Recommendations of the National Webinar on Problems
of Explosives and Petroleum Products in Mining
National Webinar on “Problems of Explosives &
Petroleum Products in Mining” proposed the following
recommendations.
1. There is need of explosive in almost all mines for
blasting operations but the mine owners didn’t get
NOC from District Magistrate for a long time & couldn’t
apply for explosive license thereby facing problems
in running the mine. Hence, State Govt, should take
initiation in this regard urgently and direction should
be given to district magistrate to issue N.O.C within
stipulated time.
2. In case the AN storage house lies within area covered
under mines act, NOC should be issued by Director
General of Mine Safety. If the area of the storehouse is
outside the mines area, District Magistrate of the area
will issue NOC.
3. There are areas where number of small mines exists
in a cluster. In such areas mining leases are very
small and magazine cannot be installed. For these
clusters, the government can form group magazines
and the mine owner association should take initiative.
However, for group magazine, modification in definition
of occupier has to be made.
4. Similarly, for getting Licence for establishing consumer
HSD pump under the rules, the NOC should be issued
within 3 months. Nevertheless, it has been observed
that the NOCs are not issued for very long time thereby
causing hardship.
5. The verification of Antecedent Certificate under
explosive rules 2008, Rule 111 (b) should be issued
by the District Magistrate of the concerned district, in
which newly inducted partners or members or directors
or occupier, presently residing; instead of present
provision of the controller asking to obtain the certificate
from the district in which magazine is situated.
6. Seized Explosives/ Ammonium Nitrate should not
be stored for more than 12 months from the date of
seizure in the Magazine / storehouse. If it is exceeding
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 22,
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the period then the Controller of explosive is authorized
to destroy the same under intimation to the seizing
authority.
To issuing of license LE-9 should be made mandatory
to construct approved ammonium nitrate storehouse
and obtain license P-3 to possess, use and sale of
ammonium nitrate; and license LE-1 to manufacture
ANFO explosive in open at the mine site of blasting.
If such regulatory system is introduced then there will
be hardly any chances of pilferage and any criminal
explosion under the strict watch and control of police
control station.
Many Limestone mines have started using recycled
waste oil in ANFO manufacturing and this has not only
helped in blasting cost reduction but also in effective
management of highly polluting waste; and at the same
time savings in clean fuel help building the nation.
Hence, preference should be given to use of waste oil
in ANFO manufacturing.

WEBINAR on “CRISIS MANAGEMENT”
by Sri Deepak Vidyarthi,
Consultant (Mining) & National
Council Member of MEAI
The Webinar was held on
31 May 2020, 11:00 - 13:30
Hrs, which was well attended
by over160 participants. The
presentation generated lot of
interest in the participants.
While introducing the phenomenon of Crisis, due emphasis
was laid on explaining the Types of Crisis viz. Financial Crisis,
Personnel Crisis, Organizational Crisis, Technological Crisis
and Natural Crisis. Crisis Management was described in
three stages viz. Information Stage, Assessment Stage and
Action Stage. Crisis was categorised in three elements, viz
Threat to the Organization, Element of Surprise and Short
Decision Time.
Crisis Management: Irrespective of the size of an Organization
affected, the primary aims or benefits of Crisis Management
would normally include: 1. Ability to assess the situation from
inside as well as outside, 2. Better institutional resilience for
all stakeholders, 3. Compliance with regulatory and ethical
requirements, e.g. Corporate Social Responsibility,
Much better management of serious incidents or any incident
that could become serious,
Improved staff awareness of their roles and expectations
within the organization, 6. Increased Ability, Confidence and
Morale within the organization, 7. Better Risk Management
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as obvious risks will be identified & mitigated through
crisis and business continuity management, and 8. Better
Reputation of an organization and much reduced risk of
Post Event Litigation.
Contingency Planning: Preparing Contingency Plans in
advance, as part of a Crisis Management Plan, is the
first step in ensuring that an Organization is appropriately
prepared for a crisis.
Business Continuity Planning: While a crisis will undoubtedly
cause a significant disruption to an organization, a ‘business
continuity plan’ can help minimize the disruption. Examples
of TYLENOL (Johnson and Johnson), ODWALLA Foods
(Apple Juice), BHOPAL Gas Tragedy, EXXON VALDEZ
were cited.
CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN: Integrates Hazard
Identification, Risk Assessment, Risk Evaluation,
Risk Analysis, Management Plan for Risk Mitigation,
Implementation of the Plan, Monitoring, Review and
Documentation.
Crisis Management in Industries: Emergency Response
Centres shall be equipped with Surface Plan / Layout,
Copy of Disaster Management Plan, Wireless Sets/Radio
Communication System, Positions of Fire Hydrants, Details
of Machinery/Equipment, Contacts of HODs and other key
persons, Contacts of local Hospitals & Ambulance.
Emergency Response Teams: Multi-disciplinary teams
comprise of Engineers, Supervisors and Employees from
each trade and each department. They shall be thoroughly
trained as per a ‘training curriculum’ on how to deal with
any situation of emergency. Mock rehearsals shall form an
essential part of the exercise which will be continuous and
regular.
Cost of Implementation of Crisis Management Plan: JOHRI’S
Window was discussed in segregating the costs of risks in
four quadrants: Low Risk / High Cost; Low Risk / Low Cost;
High Risk / High Cost and High Risk / Low Cost.
Case Studies: Case studies of COVID-19, BRUMADINHO
Dam Disaster (Brazil), IOC Fire (Jaipur), Mahabir Colliery
Rescue (Raniganj, ECL, WB) & Civil Disaster (Bangalore)
were discussed in detail.
Conclusion: The Webinar was concluded with thanks to
all the participants, organizers and Mine Magma team,
Bangalore for providing Technical support.
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conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
27-29 Oct 2020: International Mining and Resources
Conference & Exhibition (IMARC Oct 2020). Melbourne
Convention and Exhibition Centre, Melbourne, Australia.

MEAI
5-6, 12-13 Sep 2020: MEAI Mumbai Chapter-National Web
Conference 2020-NWC 2020 on Global Competitiveness
of Indian Mineral Industry- Exploration to Capital Market.
For registration: https://www.google.com/url?q=https://drive.
google.com/drive/folders/0B3BRnOXea1Jva0NCUTZhRXI
wOE0?usp=s

28-30 Oct 2020: COPPER 2020. Venue. Jockey Club,
Lima, Peru. The Biggest Event for those Involved in Copper
Mining & Business. Contact Information: International
Metallurgical Consultants Copper 2020, Alfredo Olaya,
Mariscal Castilla 889, Santiago de Surco, Lima, Peru. Email:
alfredo.olaya@encuentrometalurgia.com. Web: http://www.
encuentrometalurgia.com

India
6-8 Oct 2020: GeoSmart India 2020 - An Indian Geospatial
Conference. Hyderabad International Convention Centre
(HICC), Novotel & HICC Complex, Kondapur, Hyderabad,
Telangana. Contact: Tel: + 91 (40) 6616 3000, + 91 (40)
6682 4422; Mobile: +91 96423 26217

02-03 Nov 2020: Future of Mining EMEA 2020. Venue:
TBC, London. Contact: Roger Cooke, Delegate Sales
Manager (London) at +44 (0) 207 216 6064.

7-10 Oct 2020: CII-IMME – 15th International Mining &
Machinery Exhibition. Japanese Forest - Eco Tourism
Park, Jatragachhi, Deshbandhu Nagar, New Town, West
Bengal. Organized by Confederation of Indian Industry,
98/1, Velachery Main Road, Guindy,, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
– 600032.

8-13 Nov 2020: IAGS 2020 — 29th INTERNATIONAL
APPLIED GEOCHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM. Viña del Mar,
Chile. website: https://iags2020.cl/
09-10 Nov 2020: Coal Processing Technology
(CoalProTec) Conference and Exhibit. Contact: Embassy
Suites, 300 Court Street, Charlestown, West Virginia, WV
25301, United States. Email: coalprotec@gmail.com.

17-19 Dec 2020: MMMM- 13th International Exhibition
and Conference on Minerals, Metals, Metallurgy &
Materials. Venue: Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India.Contact
Shailendra Malik, Project Head, Ph: +91 9873949319, E:
Shailendra.malik@hyve.group

09-13 Nov 2020: EXPOMIN 2020. Centro de Convenciones
Espacio Riesco, Av. El Salto 5000, Huechuraba Region
Metropolitana, Chile. Email: ventas@expomin.cl.

22-24, Jan 2021: 5th Exhibition cum conference on Steel.
Organised by Federation of Indian chambers of commerce
& Industry (FICCI) along with the Ministry of Steel. Venue:
Mumbai Exhibition Centre, Mumbai, India. Contact Mr. Arpan
Gupta, Deputy Director & Head, Mines & Metals, FICCI,
Mobile: +91 98 1057 2331, E-mail : arpan.gupta@ficci.com,
ekta.ficci@gmail.com

10-11, 17-18 Nov 2020:
Preconcentration Digital
Conference. Preconcentration offers the opportunity to
address some of the operational, environmental and CSRbased challenges that lie ahead. Contact: AusIMM, Ground
Floor, 204 Lygon Street, Carlton South. +61 3 9658 6100.

Abroad
10-11 Sep 2020: Global Steel and Mining Conference.
London, UK. Venue to be announced. Global Steel and
Mining Conference will feature nearly thirty global companies
in general presentations and smaller investor meetings to
ensure that all attendees obtain the maximum benefit from
the event.

30 Nov - 01 Dec 2020: Future of Mining: Australia 2020.
Venue: Sofitel Sydney Wentworth, 61-101 Phillip St, Sydney
NSW 2000, Australia. Phone: +61 2 9228 9188.

23-25 Nov 2020: Orebody modelling and strategic
planning conference 2020. Perth, Australia.

10-13 Dec 2020: Mining Turkey 2020. Location: Tuyap Fair,
Convention and Congress Center , Istanbul, Turkey. Event
Organizers: Tuyap Fairs and Exhibitions Organization Inc.
Contact: +90 212 867 11 00 – Direct: 11 45, Email: madenpazarlama@tuyap.com.tr

22-23 Sep 2020:Minesafe International Digital Conference.
Setting the benchmark for industry best practice, the
conference will showcase the latest developments in health
and safety. Contact: AusIMM, Ground Floor, 204 Lygon
Street, Carlton South. +61 3 9658 6100.

22-23 Feb 2021: Future of Mining | Australia 2020. Venue:
Sofitel Sydney Wentworth, 61-101 Phillip St, Sydney NSW
2000, Australia. Contact: Phone: +61 2 9228 9188
15-17 Mar 2021: Underground Operators Conference
2021. Venue: Perth, Australia. Organized by AusIMM,
Ground Floor, 204 Lygon Street, Carlton South, Victoria
3053 Australia. Telephone: +61 3 9658 6100

25-27 Oct 2020: Coaltrans World Coal Leaders Network
2020. Contact: The Westin Palace Madrid, Plaza de las
Cortes, 7, Madrid 28014, Spain. E-Mail: enquiry@coaltrans.
com.
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